1. Why does Mom consider Lu an electric moment?

2. What is special about this workout at practice?

3. What place did Sunny end up getting in discus?

4. What does Lu not want his friends to see?

5. Who is Lu surprised to see at practice?

6. What new event is Lu going to do?

7. What is Lu struggling to do?

8. What does Coach tell Lu to do when Ghost gets out of the car?

9. How does Whit know “the Wolf”?

10. What does Lu have to do before he founds out the gender of his sibling?

11. Why did Lu want a brother?

12. What did Lu’s dad do to try to be cool when he was 15?

13. What does Lu get to choose?
14. What is Mom’s business?
15. Who is the fruit cowboy from?
16. What is Mom going to make instead of a cowboy?
17. Who is with Ghost?
18. Why did Lu become a runner?
19. What does Mr. Charles do to Ghost when Lu leaves the store?

20. What did Ghost get today?
21. Who are the captains going to be for today?
22. What does Lu have to take off?
23. How many hurdles does Lu make it over “blind”?
24. Where does Kelvin tell Ghost he’s going to play sports?
25. What is the only thing Mom makes on Wednesday?

26. Who does Skunk call to come talk with Lu?

27. What was Ghost's anniversary gift from mom?

28. What does Coach make Lu do when he jumps over the hurdle instead of hurdling it?

29. What is Lu missing after practice?

30. What does Cotton offer Lu?

31. What does Lu's father have of Coach's?

32. What do they make at Sword and Stone?

33. What does Lu not wear to practice?

34. What doesn't go on the long run today?

35. Where does Lu stand to watch his dad and Coach talk?

36. What do Dad and Lu eat?
37. Where is Lu going today?
38. Who meets Dad at the court?
39. Who is on the bench that Dad want’s Lu to sit on?
40. What shoes does Lu notice?
41. From where does Whit talk to “the Wolf”?
42. How do the other players respond to what Whit tells “the Wolf”?
43. What does Kelvin give Lu?
44. What will baby sister’s name be?
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45. What does Lu put on after he says his mantra?
46. What does Lu say to Ghost?
47. Why is Coach late?
48. Where does Lu want to go?
49. Who comes late?
50. What does Coach show the team?
51. What does Coach give everyone?
1. Why does Mom consider Lu an electric moment? She wasn't supposed to be able to have kids and he is albino (no melanin)
2. What is special about this workout at practice? It is championship week
3. What place did Sunny end up getting in discus? Third place/last

4. What does Lu not want his friends to see? His photograph
5. Who is Lu surprised to see at practice? Chris Myers
6. What new event is Lu going to do? The 110 hurdles

7. What is Lu struggling to do? Hurdle a real hurdle
8. What does Coach tell Lu to do when Ghost gets out of the car? Get up front
9. How does Whit know “the Wolf”? He's her brother

10. What does Lu have to do before he founds out the gender of his sibling? Shower
11. Why did Lu want a brother? To see what he would have looked like if he wasn't albino
12. What did Lu’s dad do to try to be cool when he was 15? Sell drugs
13. What does Lu get to choose? His sister’s name

14. What is Mom’s business? Fruit artist
15. Who is the fruit cowboy from? Ghost and his mom
16. What is Mom going to make instead of a cowboy? A cowboy hat
17. Who is with Ghost? Kelvin Jefferson
18. Why did Lu become a runner? He was afraid to fight Kelvin Jefferson
19. What does Mr. Charles do to Ghost when Lu leaves the store? Hug him
20. What did Ghost get today? A letter from his dad
21. Who are the captains going to be for today? Patty and Mikey
22. What does Lu have to take off? His contacts
23. How many hurdles does Lu make it over "blind"? 1
24. Where does Kelvin tell Ghost he’s going to play sports? NBA

25. What is the only thing Mom makes on Wednesday? Camels
26. Who does Skunk call to come talk with Lu? Cotton
27. What was Ghost’s anniversary gift from mom? New sneakers
28. What does Coach make Lu do when he jumps over the hurdle instead of hurdling it? take out his contacts
29. What is Lu missing after practice? An earring
30. What does Cotton offer Lu? Cherry flavor water ice
31. What does Lu’s father have of Coach’s? His Olympic medal

32. What do they make at sword and stone? Anything a knight needs
33. What does Lu not wear to practice? His chains and earrings
34. What doesn’t go on the long run today? The motivation mobile
35. Where does Lu stand to watch his dad and Coach talk? In front of Sunny
36. What do Dad and Lu eat? A "Newbie" sandwich

37. Where is Lu going today? To Hang with Dad
38. Who meets Dad at the court? Whit
39. Who is on the bench that Dad wants Lu to sit on? Kelvin Jefferson
40. What shoes does Lu notice? Ghost’s old shoes on Kelvin
41. Where does Whit talk to “the Wolf” from? Center court
42. How do the other players respond to what Whit tells “the Wolf”? They agree with her
43. What does Kelvin give Lu? A five
44. What will baby sister’s name be? Light
45. What does Lu put on after he says his mantra? 1 necklace
46. What does Lu say to Ghost? Sorry about the shoes
47. Why is Coach late? His son had an asthma attack and is at the hospital
48. Where does Lu want to go? The hospital
49. Who comes late? Aaron
50. What does Coach show the team? His medal
51. What does Coach give everyone? A piece of the ribbon